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 Abstract
The objectives of this study were to determine the reflectance properties of three different (sub)-littoral seaweed species with different 
thallus coloring a green- (Ulva lactuca), red- (Palmaria palmata) and brown- (Fucus vesiculus) seaweed species from the North Sea and 
its estuaries. Imaging spectrometry was performed at two wavelength: A): Visible light (PAR): λ 450-900 nm. In this PAR λ 450-900 nm 
spectrum range the maximum sensitivity to chlorophyll content was found at λ=750 which corresponded to Asian literature about oceanic 
satellite tracking for seaweed blooms based on the chlorophyll compound. The ratios of reflectance in the near infra-red range of the three 
seaweeds which were kept in a semi-arid environment in plastic bags at our Imspector-Mobile spectrometer for both λ=881 and λ=948 
corresponded with moisture. B): In addition, simultaneously Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIS) was performed at the invisible light range of 
λ: 900-1650 nm. This latter application can be applied in order to identify molecules by analysis of their constituent bonds. At the Near Infra-
Red (NIR) wavelength range of λ 900-1650 nm the minimal reflection was at λ 1440 nm for all three seaweed species which corresponded 
to the biochemical compound “starch”. In parallel experiments we extracted chlorophyll a and b and determined the mean surface area to 
wet weight ratio. We suggest the NIR technique needs further to be developed and refined in order to develop a new rapid non-invasive, 
non-destructive, in vivo imaging tool for detection of secondary and tertiary biorefinary compounds for thousands of unstudied seaweeds in 
our oceans 

Key words: Seaweeds; photosynthesis, PAR; Reflection Spectroscopy; Palmaria palmate; Ulva lactuca; Fucus vesiculosis; chlorophyll; 
Near Infrared Spectroscopy; in vivo imaging tool; secondary and tertiary biorefinary compounds; starch. 

Introduction
Seaweeds and other marine plants are the primary producers 
in the marine environment. They form the standing crop and 
determine the productivity of all oceanic communities. Seaweed-
based ecosystems (Figure 1) are amongst the most productive 
on Earth [1,2]. The importance of seaweeds as an integral 
component of coastal ecosystems has long been acknowledged 
by biologists. Because abundant solar energy is available at 
our planet, seaweeds can easily can been cultured as primary 
producers in our oceans which cover around ¾ of our globe. 
This scenario will permit humanity the 21st century a smooth 
transition to a green energy future avoiding global warming 
and ocean acidification. In addition a seaweed economy with 
a plethora of applications (medicine, biotechnology, energy, 
food etc.) can have a spin off to local economies at the remote 
areas of our planet where the poorest of the poorest presently 
life, in this way meeting the 8 Millennium Goals [3] present 
A.D. 2017 terrestrial agriculture is at its limits [4]. In fact, the 
path humanity has to follow the next three decades is very 
narrow and has to be taken very rapidly before we will live 
at the midst of the 21st century ≈ 2050 with around 9.8 billion 
people [5]. When no practical solutions for the needed extra 
70% of green biomass will be found it will be difficult to meet 
the eight Millennium Development Goals [6], These data from 
terrestrial agriculture again stipulate the societal importance 

in order to understand the photosynthetic mechanism and 
seaweed characteristics in order to make a “seaweed based 
economy” in nearby future possible. Seaweeds have recently 
been stipulated by agriculturists as the “unforeseen crop of the 
future”, however fundamental knowledge about their ecology, 
physiology, biochemistry etc. is scanty. At present, the Cartesian 
fundamental model which would stimulate on a global scale a 
seaweed based economy is still lacking [7]. So cultivation of 
seaweeds is still in its “Neolithic” phase and so is its ecology 
and the understanding of complex seaweed communities.

The most important environmental factors for the 
photosynthesis of seaweeds in a seaweed community are 
light, a Carbon-source and nutrients [7]. Regarding light 
qualitatively and quantitatively, -in general terms spoken 
“irradiance properties”- they might markedly vary among 
seaweed species. Depending on thallus color seaweeds have 
been classified for more than 200 years, resulting in three main 
groups throughout the world’s oceans and seas: green seaweeds 
(Chlorophyta, 1200 species), brown seaweeds (Phaeophyta, 
2000 species) and red seaweeds (Rhodophyta, 6000 species) 
[2]. Absorption and scattering of light in the water are both 
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wavelength-dependent. Therefore, both light quality and quantity 
change with increasing depth, and the precise characteristics at 
the level of the seaweed are determined by the characteristics of 
the water column [10]. Light predominantly consists of energy 
in the blue-green (≈500 nm) wavelengths after passing through 
several meters of seawater. Standardization in terms of PAR 
(Photosynthetic Active Radiation with a wavelength range of 
the visual light of ≈370 (violet) until ≈750 (red) nm which is 
in common for describing the Calvin cycle for land plants, is 
for seaweeds less useful for the following reasons. First, in a 
seaweed community at first the amount of irradiated sun light for 
photosynthesis is the major determining factor for its productivity 
and photosynthetic efficiency. Secondly, also in vertical zonation 
a filtering of irradiated sun light, red light (wavelength λ ≈650-750 
nm), is filtered out the first meters of the water column which is the 
habitat of the Chlorophyta and to some minor extent Phaeophyta- 
while blue-green light (wavelength λ ≈500 nm) reaches seaweeds 
living at great depth below the sea surface, which is the habitat of 
mainly Rhodophyta. 

The major strength of this photosynthetic reflection imaging 
laboratory study is that we measured wavelength characteristics 
of three different colored seaweed species in the visible 
light range (PAR, vide Figure 2) of a green (Ulva lactuca), 
a red (Palmaria palmata) and a brown (Fucus vesiculuosis) 
seaweed species in combination with simultaneously 
Chlorophyl a and b measurement at reflection characteristics 
in the visible light spectrum. In addition, in the Near-Infra-
Red- range spectrometric measurements were performed at 
reflections of certain specific wavelengths in order to elucidate 
at the molecular level certain specific inter-mole interactions 
which could be useful to address certain specific secondary 
metabolites of some rare carbohydrates or even some sugar-
lipid ligands which research area at present solely can be 
identified by complicated extraction procedures [11,12]. Such 
compounds have never before in vivo been measured by NRI 
in three different colored seaweed species from the upper- and 
mid-littoral zone. 

Above the ≈750 nm we approach the Near Infrared Region 
(NIR). Thus Figure 3 in the range of 900-1650 nm covers the 
Infrared Region (IR). In this IR region, the 855 nm waveband 
which is close to 845 nm that is the center of the so-called 
NIR shoulder in the reflectance spectrum which was used 
for discrimination according to [13]. Because the three used 
seaweeds had differences in thallus color we hypothesize to find 
differences in chlorophyll characteristics in relation to PAR.

Material and Methods
Seaweeds

The green seaweed Ulva lactuca was collected in the 
Oosterschelde near the “Katse Heule” and the brown seaweed 
Fucus vesiculosus in the harbor of Vlissingen, both in The 
Netherlands. The red seaweed Palmaria palmata was obtained 
from a private company (Hortimare) Texel, The Netherlands. 

Figure 1: A schematic representation of the vertical distribution of seaweeds in an ecosystem. The specific position of the 
three used seaweeds in this experiment Ulva lactuca (green seaweed). Fucus vesiculosus (brown seaweed) and Palmaria 
palmata (red seaweed) in this ecosystem are given.  (modified from: [8]Milleron 2006).

Figure 2: Definition of the terminology “light” in relation 
to wavelength in the visible light spectrum also called PAR 
(Photosynthetic Activation Range). 
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Chlorophyl a and b measurement

Directly after collection of the seaweeds, they were frozen 
in liquid nitrogen (-180 ºC), grinded to a powder in liquid 
nitrogen and extinction coefficients of chlorophyll a and b 
were determined according to the extraction procedure of [14]. 

Reflection measurements

Experimental set up

By imaging spectroscopy with an Imspector-Mobile 
spectrometer in agricultural sciences terrestrial plant objects 
were classified based on shape, color and texture. Compared 
to shape and texture-based detection, color based detection 
algorithms are faster and less complex [15]. In all analyses, 
with combinations of 10 wavelengths the reflectance spectra 
of the two crops could be discriminated. These combinations 
of bands were different between the plot soil types and 
measurement dates, resulting in a large list of discriminative 
wavebands. Therefore, a general set of 10 and 3 wavelengths 
was selected for further analysis. The three wavelengths that 
were chosen both by DA and NN were for sensor 1: 450, 765, 
and 855 nm and for sensor 2: 900, 1440, and 1530 nm. The 
450 nm waveband is in the ultraviolet and blue reflection 
region in the spectrum. The 450 nm waveband is related to the 
chlorophyll a and b content of the leaves according to [16]. 
The 765 nm waveband is just over the top of the red edge that 
is related to the chlorophyll content of the plants. The “red 
edge”, 700-730 nm, wavelengths were in many cases selected 
as discriminative wavelengths for species and crop/weed 
discrimination [17]. The wavelengths near and on the red edge 
have been reported by [18] to be useful for discriminating 
between species.

This study has two purposes. At first in the visible light range 
(λ: 450-900 nm PAR-range), elucidating for three seaweed 
species: a green- Ulva lactuca, brown- Fucus vesiculosis 
and red- Palmaria palmata in combination with parallel 

Chlorophyll a and b extractions give specific information 
about photosynthetic properties of the thee different seaweeds 
under laboratory conditions without confounding properties in 
the ocean like “Specific Light Filtering”. But Xenon irradiance 
has also a wavelength spectrum in the Near Infra-Red (NIR) 
wavelength range (λ: 900-1650 nm) and can be applied for 
Infrared vibrational spectroscopy (NIR). This is a rapid 
reflection spectroscopic technique (measurement ≈20 minutes) 
that can be used in vivo non-invasively to identify molecules 
by analysis of their constituent bonds.

Calculations
Wavelength selection method via Neural Network (NN) 
analysis and wavelength band ranking procedure

In earlier studies at terrestrial crops the Imspector-Mobile 
spectrometer was used with combinations of 10 wavelengths 
the reflectance spectra of the three seaweed species could be 
discriminated. These combinations of bands were different 
between the plot soil types and measurement dates, resulting 
in a large list of discriminative wavebands [19]. Therefore, a 
general set of 10 and 3 wavelengths was selected for further 
analysis. The three wavelengths that were chosen by NN 
analysis were for sensor A: λ=450, λ=765, and λ=855 nm and 
for sensor, B: λ=900, λ=1440, and λ=1530 nm. The λ=450 
nm waveband is in the ultraviolet and blue reflection region 
in the spectrum. The λ=450 nm waveband is related to the 
[Chlorophyll a / b]- ratio content of terrestrial plant leaves 
according to [16] and could in our experimental set up properly 
be compared with the extraction experiments at Chlorophyll a 
& b which simultaneously had been performed at fronds of the 
green- (U.lactuca), red- (P.palmata) and brown- (F.vesiculosis) 
seaweeds. The λ=765 nm waveband is just over the top of the 
red edge that is related to the chlorophyll content of the plants. 
The “red edge”, λ=700-730 nm, wave-lengths are in many 
cases selected as discriminative wavelengths for species and 
terrestrial crop/ weed discrimination [17]. The wavelengths 

Figure 3: Imaging spectroscopy in the “Imspector-Mobile” spectrometer for reflection spectra of living seaweed biomass 
with Xenon light at two wavelength ranges (“visible light” & Near Infrared (NIR) light. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrared_spectroscopy
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near and on the red edge have been reported by [18] to be 
useful for discriminating between species.

When a selected set of ten wavebands was used for classification 
of a dataset; the training of the neural network was much faster, 
within an hour, and the classification of a dataset with a trained 
network was finished within seconds [19].

Imaging spectroscopy for reflection spectra

Imaging spectroscopy for reflection spectra and chlorophyll 
extraction measurements were performed on fresh material of 
the three seaweed species a green- Ulva lactuca, brown- Fucus 
vesiculosis and red- Palmaria palmate. Reflection spectroscopy 
was performed simultaneously at the same seaweed sample: 
a).In the visible light range (λ: 450-900 nm; PAR range); b). In 
the Near Infrared Light range (NIR; λ: 900 – 1650 nm). 

Experimental set up

Indoor data recording

The Imspector-Mobile was placed in a dark shed at Wageningen 
University laboratory conditions (Latitude: 51°58.2’N; 
Longitude: 5°40.0002’E; at elevated above sea levels of ≈25 m 
or 82 ft). So our basic reflection data we obtained of the three 
different colored seaweed species are a direct reflection of the 
present photosynthetic pigments and their seaweed species 
dependent characteristics at that moment in the seaweed 
frond. With the Imspector-Mobile, multispectral recordings 
were carried out on 50 g fresh weight of each of the three 
seaweed species. In addition, chlorophyll a & b extractions 
were performed in a parallel experiment on similar fresh 
seaweed material. Seaweeds were spread over a blue plate and 
measurements started, first with green seaweed, followed by 
red seaweed and finally brown seaweed. To ensure that seaweed 
reflections were measured, the area around the seaweed surface 
was covered with blue synthetic plates. Xenon flash lights 
(XBO 75 Xenon Arc Lamp, Broncolor, Bron Elektronik Ltd., 
Allschwil, Switzerland) were used for lighting the objects. 
To standardize the measured reflectance, a 50% reflectance 
reference panel (Spectralon®

, Labsphere, north-Sutton, NH, 
US) was included in each recording. The measurements per 
seaweed lasted only 20 minutes. Recordings in the 450 to 
900 nm wavelength range were performed with sensor 1 that 
consisted of a spectrograph (V9 Imspector, Specim, Oulu, 
Finland) and a camera (Kappa DX2HC, Gleichen, Germany), 
those in the 900 to 1650 nm wavelength range with sensor 
2 that consisted of a spectrograph (N17 Imspector, Specim, 
Oulu, Finland) and a camera (AlphaNir Indigo, FLIR, Goleta, 
CA, USA). 

Neural network analysis to select discriminative wavelengths

Following collection of the seaweeds and recovery for two 
days in aquaria, multispectral recordings were carried out on 
50 g fresh weight of each of the three seaweed species. The 
recordings registered vegetation reflection at 91 wavelength 
bands in the range 450 - 900 nm and 76 in the range 900 - 1650 
nm. A minimum of 100 spectra were recorded for each amount 
of seaweed that was measured [20].

Measurement Protocol

A slit of 80 micron was used within both spectrographs. Due 
to the slit width, sensor-1 and sensor-2 produced 91 and 76 
wavelength bands of 5 nm and 10 nm bandwidth, respectively. 
Both sensors had a field of view of 1.2 mm by 12 cm. The 
spatial resolution of the spectral measurements was reduced to 
1 mm2 by pixel accumulation: 7 pixels in the 450-900 nm range 
and 2 pixels in the 900-1650 nm range. The driving velocity 
was approximately 1 mm s-1 and images were recorded every 
2 mm in the travel direction. The data from sensor 1 and 
sensor 2 were analysed separately, as they were measured 
independently in the field. For sensor 1, spectra from the blue 
plate were removed from the dataset based on the following 
equations:
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680
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R R
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For sensor 2, the following equation was used:

156
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R R
R  

where R1456 is the interpolated reflectance between R1450 and 
R1460. The thresholds used here are based on [12, 21].

Measuring three seaweed species with two cameras resulted 
in six datasets for analysis. To select the most discriminative 
wavelengths for the three seaweeds, from each of the three 
datasets in the 450 – 900 nm range, 1000 spectra were selected 
with the highest Normalized Difference Vegetation Index 
(NDVI). Half of the dataset was used to train the neural network 
model (training set) and the other half for its classification and 
verification (test set). This procedure was repeated for the 
other three datasets (900 – 1650 nm).

Neural network selection method (NN)

To identify combinations of discriminative wavelengths, a 
neural network wavelength selection method was used. A fully 
connected feed forward Kohonen network with three layers 
was trained and used for classification [19]. The input layer 
consisted of the reflection variables, the hidden layer of one 
hidden neuron, and the output layer of three neurons, one for 
each seaweed species. Each neuron in the hidden layer and in 
the output layer was first assigned threshold values, followed 

by application of (unipolar sigmoid: xe
y −+
=

1
1

) transfer 

functions. A forward inclusion method of input variables was 
used. More specifically, the first wavelength that was included 
separated the three output classes best, with a net including 
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one input variable. At each next step the net was expanded 
with one input variable and a wavelength was included that 
improved separation of the three output classes compared to 
the remaining wavelengths. The weights in the neural network 
were adjusted, using a non-linear optimization method. 
A conjugate gradient algorithm was used to minimize the 
neural network propagation error. To prevent the non-linear 
optimization process from getting stuck in local minima, 
the training procedure of the net was restarted 50 times with 
randomly selected weights.

Propagation error and classification performance measures

During training, 500 spectra of each of the seaweed species are 
propagated through the neural network. Each spectrum results 
in a propagation error (Pe). If output neuron 1 (ON1) represents 
Ulva lactuca and an Ulva lactuca spectrum is propagated, the 
error is defined as:

 Pe = (ON1 – 1)2 + ON2
2 + ON3

2

The transfer function returns values between 0 and 1 for 
the output neurons. To identify the optimum solution, the 
sum of the propagation errors of all 1500 training spectra is 
minimized. After each training step, the performance of the 
model (percentage well-classified spectra) is calculated for 
both the training and the test set. A well-classified spectrum 
has its highest output on the corresponding output neuron. To 
avoid learning of specific spectra, the optimization is stopped 
at the highest mean performance of the training and the test 
set. 

Optimizing Neural Network selection method (NN) for 
comparative studies between seaweeds

Measuring these three seaweed species (red-, green-, brown-
seaweeds) with two cameras resulted in six datasets for 
analysis. Measurement in sealed plastic bags in order to 
avoid desiccation were performed under humid conditions 
lasted only 20 minutes per dataset. The recordings registered 
vegetation reflection at 91 wavelength bands both in the visible 
range (450 - 900 nm) and 76 in the infrared range (900 - 1650 
nm). A minimum of 100 spectra were selected with the highest 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). By a neural 
network (NN) calculation method we succeeded in selecting 
sets of discriminative wavebands, both for the range of 450-
900 nm and 900-1650 nm.Half of the dataset was used to train 
the neural network model (training set) with one hidden neuron 
(NN1) and a neural network with two hidden neurons (NN2). 
The other half for its classification and verification (test set).
This procedure was repeated for the other three datasets (900 
– 1650 nm). 

Statistics

For all measured parameters the mean value of the Ulva 
lactuca group was compared with the mean values of the 
Fucus vesiculosis group and the Palmaria palmata group. 
Statistics were performed via SAS (Statistical Analyzing 
Software), using one-way ANOVA for differences between 
the three seaweed groups. P≤ 0.05 was considered statistically 

significant. Normality of the data and homogeneity of 
variances were checked by Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Fmax 
tests, respectively. A correction for multiple testing was 
applied.

Results
At first an example of a self training Neural circuit at Reflection 
Spectra in the wavelength range of visible light (450 – 900 
nm) as depicted in Figure 3 (visible light) will be given. Using 
only reflection measurements at 890 nm, the neural network 
with one and two hidden neurons can classify spectra from 
seaweeds, resulting in 86.67 and 87.27% good classifications 
for one and two hidden neurons, respectively. The neural 
network with two hidden neurons needs only two wavelengths 
(890 nm and 505 nm) for 98.67% good classifications. Using 
one hidden neuron, four wavelengths (890, 795, 660 and 
505 nm) are required to attain 98.80% good classifications. 
After an amount of eight iterations finally for both the Test-
set as well as the Learn-set 100.0% good classifications were 
reached via this self training Neural Network Circuit, which is 
the maximal Score. So our method proven for terrestrial crops 
works with the blue plate also for seaweeds.

Figure 3 is a reflection of the visible light spectrum (PAR: 
Photosynthetic Active Radiation), as earlier discussed and 
starts in the 450-550 nm wavelength range (≈450 nm blue-
violet; ≈475 nm blue; ≈500 nm blue-green; ≈550 nm green) 
with a moderate inclining slope. In the 550-700 nm wavelength 
range (≈550 nm yellow-green; ≈600 nm orange; ≈650 nm 
orange-red; ≈700 nm red). We see a plateau in the graph with 
the lowest level of reflection for U.lactuca around ≈36% ± 2% 
an intermediate level of reflection for F.vesiculosis is ≈38% ± 
2% and the highest level of reflection for P.palmata of around 
≈41% ± 2%. Very striking is that suddenly all three seaweeds 
jump to a maximal reflection level for U.lactuca, P.palmata and 
F.vesiculosis of respectively 56% ± 2%; 58% ± 2% and 61% 
± 2% respectively at a wavelength of ≈750 nm (red; ranged by 
the Near Infra-Red (NIR) followed by a steady steep decline of 
all three seaweed species in the wavelength rage from 800-900 
nm (full NIR) until a reflection for U.lactuca, P.palmata and 
F.vesiculosis of respectively 21% ± 2%; 22% ± 2% and 31% 
± 2% is reached at 900 nm (full NIR). F.vesiculosis reflected 
a higher percentage of the light in the range from 750 to 900 
nm than U.lactuca and P.palmata (Figure 3). To discriminate 
between U.lactuca and P.palmata, a lower wavelength range 
(λ: 450 – 675 nm) has to be chosen. Reflection of the brown 
seaweed F.vesiculosis differs from that of both U.lactuca and 
P.palmata in the wavelength range of 750-900 nm, while 
the difference between the green seaweed U.lactuca and the 
red seaweed P.palmata is at a wavelength of λ = 505. So our 
Neural Network (NN) calculations indicated λ 505 nm - in the 
ultraviolet and blue reflection PAR region of the spectrum- 
works out to be the best choice to discriminate between a red 
seaweed (P,palmata) and a green seaweed (U.lactuca) at the λ 
= 505 nm waveband. 

In the PAR wavelength range the brown seaweed F.vesiculus 
reflects at ≈750 nm a significant higher percentage of light of 
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around 66% in comparison to U.lactuca (55%) and P.palmata 
(54%) (Figure 4). In this respect it is remarkable that the 
(total Chlorophyll a+b) is significantly higher for U.lactuca 
≈14.9±1.60 (mg/l) and P.palmata ≈19.64±2.53 while it was 
significantly (P<0.0001) lower for F.vesiculosis ≈11.44±1.51 
(Table 1).

Reflection in the wavelength range 900-1650 nm (Infrared); 
vide Figure 3.

Using one hidden neuron, 96.00 percent of the spectra are 
classified as good, using three wavelengths, i.e. 940, 1250 and 
1390 nm with respectively 80.7 %, 92.1 % and 96.0 % good 

classifications. Adding wavelengths does not improve the 
performance of the neural net (5 wavelengths result in 97.00% 
good classifications). Using two hidden neurons, results in 
almost 98% of the spectra being classified as good, using three 
wavelengths, i.e. 990, 1100, and 1120 nm, with respectively 
83.67, 96.00 and 97.87% good classifications. P.palmata can be 
discriminated against U.lactuca and F.vesiculosis over a wide 
range of wavelengths (900 – 1370 nm), but 940 (one hidden 
neuron) and 1100 nm (two hidden neurons) are best (Figure 
5).With respect to the seaweeds using one hidden neuron, 
1250 and 1390 nm have been selected, in addition to 940 nm to 
discriminate between F.vesiculosis and U.lactuca. Thus, in the 

Figure 4: Average reflection (with standard deviation) in the wavelength range from 450 to 900 nm. Notify that the reflection 
of light is the reciprocal of the amount of irradiated light absorbed by the photosynthetic pigments of the different seaweeds. 
Wavelengths with maximum sensitivity to chlorophyll content were found in the spectral range of around λ=750nm. The ratios 
of reflectance in the near infra-red range for both λ=890 corresponded with moisture of the in vivo in a plastic bag air exposed 
seaweeds.

Ulva lactuca 
(A)

Fucus vesiculosis
(B)

Palmaria palmata
(C) Kruskall Wallice A vs. B A vs. C B vs. C

Chl a
(mg/l)

8.93
(0.68)

11.12
(1.47)

19.33
(2.22)

P<0.0019
***

P<0.0168
**

P<0.0001
***

P<0.0001
***

Chl b
(mg/l)

5.97
(1.00)

0.32
(0.06)

0.31
(0.34)

P<0.0001
***

P<0.0001
***

P<0.0001
*** P<0.9901

Chl total
(mg/l)

14.90
(1.60)

11.44
(1.51)

19.64
(2.53)

P<0.0001
***

P<0.0077
**

P<0.0076
**

P<0.0003
***

Chl a
(mg/g fw)

0.27
(0.02)

0.33
(0.04)

0.59
(0.06)

P<0.0001
***

P<0.0184
**

P<0.0001
***

P<0.0001
***

Chl b
(mg/g fw)

0.18
(0.03)

0.01
(0.001)

0.01
(0.01)

P<0.0001
***

P<0.0001
***

P<0.0001
*** P<1.000

Chl total
(mg/g fw)

0.44
(0.05)

0.34
(0.04)

0.600
(0.07)

P<0.0001
***

P<0.0116
**

P<0.0059
***

P<0.0002
***

Chl a/b 1.521
(0.21)

35.89
(6.40)

57.42
(22.40)

P<0.0001
***

P<0.0003
***

P<0.0051
***

P<0.0979
**

Table 1: Concentrations of chlorophyl-a, chlorophyl-b and total chlorophyl for Ulva lactuca (green seaweed, n=5; mean; in brackets 
SD), Fucus vesiculosis (brown seaweed, n=5 mean, in brackets SD), and Palmaria palmata (red seaweed, n=5; mean, between 
brackets SD).
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infra-red area (range of 900-1650 nm) the wavelength of 940 
nm was the best to distinguish between the brown seaweed 
F.vesiculosis and green U.lactuca which reflected ≈50% of the 
irradiated light vs. the red seaweed P.palmata which reflected 
solely ≈34% (Figure 6).

From Table 1 we can conclude in all three seaweed species 
chlorophyll a is the most abundant pigment. Surprisingly, the 
red seaweed Palmaria palmata has the highest concentration 
of chlorophyll a, followed by Fucus vesiculosus and Ulva 
lactuca. Total chlorophyll was the highest in Palmaria palmata 

followed by Ulva lactuca (due to its high concentration of 
chlorophyll b) and Fucus vesiculosus (Table 1).

From Table 1 it can be concluded that the pigment composition 
of marine green seaweeds –reflected in the Chl (chlorophyll) 
a/b ratio- can be considered to have been well adapted to the 
light environment of their natural habitats, which are rich in 
green (≈525 nm) or blue-green (≈500 nm) light. Of the three 
selected seaweed species the (sub)littoral green seaweed Ulva 
lactuca is around relatively 200% more abundant in Chl b 
(5.97 ± 1.00 mg/l) in comparison to the red seaweed P.palmata 
(0.31 ± 0.34 mg/l) and the brown seaweed F.vesiculosis 
(0.32 ± 0.06 mg/l). In this respect it is remarkable that the 
red seaweed P.palmata has significantly (P<0.001) the 
highest concentrations of chlorophyll-a for all three seaweed 
sp. P.palmata; F.vesiculosis and U.lactuca a chlorophyll-a 
concentration of respectively 19.33±2.22; 11.12±1.47 and 
8.93±0.68 (mg/l) respectively (Table 1).

Discussion

In this study we elucidated to some extent the photosynthetic 
process of a green- (Ulva lactuca), brown- (Fucus vesiculus) 
and red- (Palmaria palmate) seaweed from the North Sea 
by imaging spectroscopy. Within the PAR the efficiency for 
photosynthesis of seaweed also depend on the varieties of 
pigments Chlorophyll a & b. The effectiveness of photons 
of different wavelengths depends on the absorption spectra 
of the photosynthetic pigments in the organism. We also 
measured simultaneously in combination with the Imspector-
Mobile reflection wavelength data in the visible light and in 
the infrared light concentrations of the two photosynthetic 
pigments chlorophyll a & b. Photosynthetic electron transport 
involves two photosystems: photosystem: (PS)-II which 
transfers electrons from water to the plastoquinone pool, and 
PS-I which mediates electron transfer from the plastoquinine 

Figure 5: Average reflection (with standard deviation) in the wavelength range from 900 to 1650 nm.

Figure 6: The biochemical compound starch detected by NIR 
is three types of seaweed.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photosynthetic_pigment
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pool to NADP+. Thus, balance in the light absorption between 
the two photosystems is important for the operation of the 
photosynthetic apparatus with high efficiency [22]. The antenna 
of each photosystem in higher plants and also (green) seaweeds 
consist of chlorophyll (Chl) a, Chl b, and carotenoids that bind 
to the reaction center complex and the light-harvesting Chl-
protein complex. The reaction center complexes of PS-I and 
PS-II carry about 100 and 50 Chl a molecules respectively. 
The major light-harvesting Chlorophyll-protein, LHC-II, that 
preferentially transfers excitation energy to the PS-II reaction 
center, carries about 50% of the total Chlorophyll and most of the 
Chlorophyll b molecules. Thus the stochiometry between both 
photosystems (PS-I & PS-II) with concomitant characteristics 
in Chl a, Chl b and its ratio Chl a/b are extremely important 
for (green) seaweeds and the best described and reviewed by 
[23]. From the scarce information for seaweed sp. reviewed 
by [23] it can be concluded that the pigment composition of 
marine green seaweeds –reflected in the Chl a/b ratio- can be 
considered to have been well adapted to the light environment 
of their natural habitats, which are rich in green or blue-
green light [24, 25]. Chlorophylls absorb light in the violet-
blue (Chlorophyll b ≈440 nm) and red parts (Chlorophyll a 
≈700 nm) of the spectrum, while accessory pigments capture 
other wavelengths as well. As a consequence seaweeds are 
-in comparison to terrestrial C3-plants- relatively abundant 
in Chl b, which absorbs green light more effectively on a per 
mole pigment basis than does Chl a. This was confirmed by 
the study with the green seaweeds Bryopsis maxima and Ulva 
pertusa which gave a Chl a/b ratio of 1.5 ± 0.03 and 1.8 ± 
0.05 respectively [23]. In contrast for brown and red seaweeds 
information about the concentration of Chl molecules (Chl a, 
Chl b and its ratio Chl a/b) in relation to the photosystems 
(PS-I and PS-II) is scarce. As a consequence seaweeds are -in 
comparison to terrestrial C3-plants- relatively abundant in Chl 
b, which absorbs green light more effectively on a per mole 
pigment basis than does Chl a. Based on these observations we 
can conclude that the Chl a/b ratio of green seaweeds, almost of 
which are members of Ulvophyceae, falls within the unusually 
low range of about 1.5-2.2 in comparison to a Chl a/b ratio of 
about 3.0 in C3 sun-plants (reviewed by [23]. Seaweeds grown 
in low light at high depth in the ocean (mainly red seaweeds, 
Rhodophya) also tend to have lower Chl a/b ratios. A lower 
Chl a/b ratio reflects an increase in LHCII complexes relative 
to reaction centers [25]. 

Mainly species of the genus Ulva are worldwide known for 
their coastal blooms resulting in “green tides”. In recent 
years these blooms of extremely large amounts of seaweed 
biomass especially documented in areas with large human 
activity like holiday resorts, or beaches for bathing were an 
unwanted phenomenon for local touristic establishment. They 
were especially recorded from “the civilized world”, like the 
beaches in Brittany Ménesguen & Piriou [26] the Venice lagoon 
Missoni & Mazzagardi [27] and other holiday resorts like the 
beaches in Galician (northwest Spain) Villares et al [28] or 
these at the South-Chinese coast Gao [29], in combination 
with its tremendous amounts of rotting, sulfur smelling piles 

of green biomass an unwanted phenomenon. However, with 
tremendously growing population estimated by the UN [5] 
around A.D. 2050 at 9.8 billion global human citizens -with 
their tremendous needs for energy, water and food- researchers 
are aware, in principle of these tremendous amounts of free 
green biomass nowadays are no longer anymore indicated as 
“green tides” but from economical perception indicated as 
“golden tides [30]. China and South Korea are at present world 
leaders in tracking tremendous amounts of seaweed biomass in 
the oceans (“green” or “red” tides) based on satellite reflection 
techniques in most cases based on detection of chlorophyll a 
[31]. A future environmental policy could be to harvest the 
satellite tracked macroalgae as a valuable raw material, before 
they reach the beach which is an economical smart effective 
solution [30]. Because in this study in a laboratory setting, 
using the Imspector-imspector also reflection spectra of a green 
U.lactuca seaweed, a red P.palmata and a brown F.vesiculosis 
seaweed species were performed in combination with smart 
“Neural Network” (NN) self-learning computer calculation 
methods it could be profitable to compare our reflection data in 
the visible light range (λ: 450-900 nm; PAR range) with these 
simultaneously measured in the Near Infrared Light range 
(NIR; λ: 900 – 1650 nm) in order to compare reflection data 
with these of satellite reflection data. In principle reflection 
data of seaweed species obtained in a clean laboratory setting 
are less “contaminated” than these of satellites which can be 
disturbed by anthropogenic influences in the atmosphere like 
dust, clouds, smog etcetera. 

Over the last three decades China and South-Korea developed 
with respect to satellite tracking of extreme large oceanic 
algae blooms (“red & green tides”) the world leaders. In China 
the world’s first Geostationary Ocean Color Imager (GOCI) 
detected an enormous bloom of floating green algae, which 
originated from the near shore Subei Bank, China. To detect 
the massive macroalgae blooms from space, we analyzed their 
spectral characteristics from in situ optical measurements and 
satellite-derived green algae spectra. An “Index of floating 
Green Algae for GOCI” (IGAG) was developed from the 
multiple spectral band ratios using three wavelengths (555, 
660, 745 nm), which the spectral response of green algae 
reflected at 555, 745, and 865 nm and absorbed at 660 and 680 
nm [31].

In South Korea studies are performed results were compared 
with those obtained by the normalized difference vegetation 
index (NDVI), enhanced vegetation index (EVI), and Korea 
Ocean Satellite Center (KOSC) approaches Korea Ocean 
Satellite Center (KOSC) (http://kosc.kordi.re.kr/) in the 
period June-July 2011 recurrent Ulva prolifera blooms in the 
Yellow Sea and East China Sea as a function of wavelengths 
were tracked by satellite studies [32]. Over the past three 
decades, ocean color remote sensing studies have focused 
on predicting concentrations of marine chlorophyll a using 
empirical relationships and model based approaches based on 
spectral reflectance or, equivalently, normalized water-leaving 
radiance and inherent optical properties (IOP) [31]. The goal is 
to obtain reasonable coverage to monitor spatial and temporal 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chlorophyll
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accessory_pigment
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changes in chlorophyll and derived products such as primary 
production Yamaguchi et al [33] for a variety of environmental 
and ecological studies Kannan et al [34]. Recently, ocean color 
data have been successfully applied to monitor and determine 
the increasing spatial and temporal scales of red tide or algal 
blooms under various water conditions. This type of data can 
be used to detect extensive blooms with much better temporal 
and spatial coverage than can be obtained from the very limited 
data offered by ship observations [31]. 

Most efforts to detect and monitor red tides are based on 
chlorophyll a concentrations Ahn & Shanmugam [35] 
or spectral classification [31]. Increasing chlorophyll a 
concentrations generally cause absorption peaks around 440–
450 and 670–680 nm, and are reflected at 560–570 and 680–
690 nm [31, 36]. High satellite chlorophyll a concentrations 
and potential red tide water showed a radiance peak that was 
shifted to green and red bands with higher 443 nm [31, 36]. 
Our Imspector-Mobile reflection seaweed spectra, probably 
based on similar chlorophyll a figures, gave for chlorophyll 
a & b extractions for the red seaweed Palmaria palmate 
extremely high chlorophyll a concentrations of 19.33 ± 2.22 
[mg/l] while the value for chlorophyll b concentrations was 
extremely low 0.315 ± 0.34 [mg/l] resulting in a chlorophyll 
a/b ration of 57.42 ± 22.40. These findings can in future studies 
be applied in the tracking in the ocean of red seaweed blooms 
using satellite. 

In practice, massive green algae blooms are detected as 
a floating material and/or green vegetation with radiance 
peaking in the green and near-infrared (NIR) bands and being 
absorbed in the red band with dense algae [37]. The reflectance 
spectra of higher seaweed fronds were considered with special 
reference to remote sensing of chlorophyll concentration [38].

The wavelength of the red edge position of the reflectance 
spectrum correlated very closely with the reflectance at 550 
and 700 nm [38]. The ratios of reflectance in the near infra-
red range of the spectrum (above 750 nm) for both λ=881 and 
λ=948 corresponded with moisture [39]. 

So finally, it can be concluded several ecological lifestyle 
characteristics can be estimated from reflectance intensities 
of light measured over both wavelength bands like e.g. its 
position in the (sub)-littoral zone of a seaweed community. 
The λ=855 nm waveband is close to 845 nm that is the center 
of the so-called NIR-shoulder in the reflectance spectrum 
which was used for discrimination between species according 
to Thenkabail et al [13]. For sensor B, λ=900 nm was on the 
maximum peak or maximum reflectance region in the NIR 
region [13]. Waveband λ=1440 nm is related to the sugar and 
starch content of the foliage in plants [16]. From the bands 
that were selected, λ=1530 nm was one with a relatively high 
discriminative power within the sets of 10 bands between the 
three selected seaweed species. The λ=1530 nm band relates to 
the starch content in terrestrial plants as described by Curran 
[16] and could been in case for our seaweeds been a reflection 
of different starch contents between the three different 
colored seaweed species. This band ranked high, although it 
was in all cases supported by other wavelengths to be truly 
discriminative. Waveband 1440 nm is related to the sugar and 
starch content of the foliage [16]. 

Finally, from the bands that were selected, 1530 nm was 
a relatively high discriminative power within the sets of 10 
bands. The 1530 nm band relates to the starch content of the 
plants as described by [16]. This band ranked high, although 
it was in all cases supported by other wavelengths to be truly 
discriminative. For seaweeds in general it has been described 
that they are very rich in carbohydrates up to values of ≈70% 
[39]. So we can conclude the major outcome of this study 
by NIR is that we detected starch in vivo in a non-invasive, 
non-destructive way in a green, red and brown seaweed 
because waveband 1440 nm is related to the sugar and starch 
content of the foliage [16]. The NIR technique needs further 
to be developed in nearby future in order to search for useful 
compounds in seaweeds like mono-, di-, polysaccharides, 
alginates, agar, carrageen and other compounds (Figure 7) 
[39].

Figure 7: NIR vibrations at a specific wavelength giving an impression of the molecular structure.
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